Stories told by Animals
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E SCI
The wolf gives his own outlandish version of what really happened when he tangled with the three little pigs.

J FIC BAN

J FIC FINNEY
Jack the labrador retriever tells the tale of his adventures at home and with his old friend Rebel, the police dog, and how the two of them broke up a burglary ring that had been robbing houses while police were occupied with political protests. Includes explanatory footnotes written by the cats, and a glossary explaining Jack's terminology.

J FIC GRAHA
The escapades of four animal friends who live along a river in the English countryside--Toad, Mole, Rat, and Badger.

J FIC HOW
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog, Chester the cat tries to warn his human family that their foundling baby bunny must be a vampire.

J FIC HOWE
When Waggit is abandoned by his owner as a puppy, he meets a pack of wild dogs who become his friends and teach him to survive in the city park, but when he has a chance to go home with a kind woman who wants to adopt him, he takes it.

J FIC JENNINGS
When Crusher the snake is captured, her only thought is to escape but as time goes by and she befriends the other inmates of the "zoo," she realizes that freedom also means leaving companions behind.

J FIC MARTIN
Squirrel, a stray puppy, tells her life story, from her nurturing mother and brother to making her own way in the world, facing busy highways, changing seasons, and humans both gentle and brutal.

J FIC RYLANT
When a storm separates Stumpy the squirrel from her newborn babies, her animal friends come to the rescue.

J FIC SAID
Guided by the spirit of his legendary Mesopotamian ancestor, Jalal, Varjak Paw, a pure-bred cat, leaves his home and pampered existence and sets out to save his family from the evil Gentleman who took their owner, the Contessa, away.

J FIC SEL
J FIC STILTON  
**A fabumouse school adventure**, New York : Scholastic, c2009.  
Newspaper editor Geronimo Stilton is invited by his nephew to career day at school, where Geronimo causes a volcanic explosion, releases the classroom's pet gecko, and becomes tangled up in the playground's tunnel slide.

J FIC WALLACE  

J GRAPHIC NOVEL BRI  
A horse in nineteenth-century England recounts his experiences with both good and bad masters.

J GRAPHIC NOVEL PLE  